
 

 
 

 

                

             Caught You Reading 

               Orlaith Robinson 

Context 

• I have just graduated from St Mary's University College Belfast with a 2:1 

in Primary Education with English.  

• This project was carried out during my School Experience placement this 

year. 

OU Research inspiration and rationale 

 The Teachers as Readers (TaRs) research (Cremin et al., 2014) inspired this 

project. The third research finding argues that teachers need to develop "a 

reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes: Social reading environments, 

reading aloud, independent reading and informal book talk, inside text-talk and 

recommendations".  As part of my  course, I was asked to create a strategy 

during School Experience which encouraged reading for pleasure. To promote 

the importance of RfP, I wanted to create a project which infused enthusiasm, a 

sense of competition and enjoyment. Reading for pleasure not only helps the 

cognitive development of pupils but also gives them a great sense of pride and 

accomplishment, which in turn increases their self confidence. English is my 

specialist subject and I feel very passionate about the importance of reading and 

the impact it has on the overall development of the child. At Key Stage Two, I 

have learned that children are motivated by competition and so I wanted to 

create a project which would encourage children to use reading as a tool to try 

their best. 



 

 
 

Aims  

The aims of this project in St Mary's were to provide student teachers with a 

wider knowledge of children's literature, children's reading practices and 

preferences as well as an understanding of a reading  for pleasure pedagogy with 

a particular emphasis on developing social reading environments. 

In relation to classroom practice, the aims were to implement that developed 

knowledge of children's literature in my teaching. I also aimed to promote a 

positive reading environment and extend the already established reading 

attitudes in a composite class of primary six and seven.  

Outline 

To promote RfP, I created a "Caught You Reading" jar. On top of the jar were 

sticky notes and a pencil. Each time a pupil finished reading a book, they 

completed an Accelerated Reading quiz on the Computer. They were then 

instructed to complete a "note for the jar" where they filled out; their name, the 

name of the book, the number of words they had read and one sentence about 

the book. Every two weeks, the jar was emptied, and the number of words read 

were calculated to produce a winner in primary six and primary seven. The aims 

of the "Caught You Reading jar" were to encourage pupils to read and to help 

them see that reading reaps rewards. The prizes were all based on encouraging 

reading, for example, creative bookmarks, story-based activity books, magazines 

and notepads. I always slightly dramatise the act of emptying the jar and 

calculating the primary 6 and primary 7 winner as it created such excitement and 

anticipation in the class. Each week, the pupils became increasingly keen to 

complete a note after finishing a book and so the project also aimed to increase 

pupils' self confidence in their reading ability.  

 Secondly, I introduced a, "When you read, we all read" system. This meant that 

during Silent Reading every morning and afternoon, the class teacher and I also 



 

 
 

participated. This was to model the enjoyment of reading, but it also had a 

greater impact - it created a reading environment which was relaxed and 

focused.  I have witnessed silent reading before  where the teacher may be 

roaming around the classroom and unintentionally disrupting the pupils. As a 

result, I wanted silent reading to be a time where we could all engage in great 

stories and then share our thoughts about these at the end of every week. It 

gave pupils the impression that you could never be too busy to read. The main 

aim of the "when you read, we all read" system was to model RfP. When the 

pupils saw the class teacher and I reading, they became increasingly engaged in 

their own books as there were no distractions for fifteen minutes every morning 

and afternoon. It also promoted reading as universal - that there are books 

suited to everyone, regardless of age, interests and gender.   There were no 

other subjects where the class teacher and I could become so involved in the 

learning ourselves. 

Impact 

The impact of both these strategies were truly unbelievable.  This project was 

effective as it not only motivated the pupils to read, but it also helped my own 

practice. As stated by Lockwood, reading for pleasure is achieved through "lots of 

little things, not one big thing" (Lockwood, 2008).  I believe the "Caught You 

Reading jar" and the "when you read, we all read" system were two "little things" 

which encouraged RfP in this class. The class teacher and I noted a significant 

increase in pupils' motivation to complete AR quizzes so that they could add their 

notes into the jar. In addition, there was an increase in the level of concentration 

and engagement during silent reading when the teacher and I participated. As 

you can see from the images (jar after one week, and then after two weeks), the 

jars were overflowing week after week and the competition instilled in the 

classroom was shared amongst all ability levels - indeed, it was most rewarding 

when pupils who were not considered high achievers, were winning prizes for 

the reading jar.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice 

The TaRs inspired projects helped me to bring my own ideas to my final teaching 

practice and I was delighted when both systems were introduced into the 

primary three, four and five classrooms. This Literacy task has really given me the 

confidence and determination to bring my love of reading into the classroom by 

developing  new ideas and in turn, contributing to my overall professional 

development as a teacher. 

 


